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Creative Class author Richard Florida says Denver and Boulder are hot

Denver is actively working on its reputation as a "cool city." Part of the credit is due to Richard Florida's concept of the "creative class," an idea Mayor Hickenlooper has bought into. So it's no surprise that the public intellectual and author has some new stats that rank Denver and Boulder highly.

In his recent piece in the Rocky, however, there is one line that I know several of my gay friends in Boulder will laugh at:

The region scores highly for young professionals, and Boulder ranks in the Top 5 for young gay singles.

I'm sure that a few lesbians have already exchanged glances over the racks of high performance outdoor gear at the new Patagonia store. But I think most of the gay Boulderites from Florida's poll are probably single because there's no "gay" place (bars, coffee shops, etc.) in the town. Nonetheless, the People's Republic has smart and earthy vibe -- and some really tasty restaurants. (I want to live there, just not while single).

- Previously on Andy Bosselman: Alex Bogusky on Boulder's embrace of the creative class, Mar. 17, 2008
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